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We define the entropy Sa per unit volume for 
species a from the distribution function fa by 
Sa = - j d3v (fa) ln (fa) 
where ( ·) denotes the ensemble average. the to-
tal entropy is increased by both collisions and 
turbulence. Here, we are concerned with the 
entropy production by the turbulent process 
and neglect the collsional effect by assuming 
that the time scale of the turbulent fluctuations 
is much shorter than the collision time. We see 
from the ensemble-averaged kinetic (Vlasov) 
equation that the conservation of Sa is broken 
by Da = -(ea/ma)(E·8faf8v) where: repre-
sents the fluctuating part. Then, the entropy 
production rate due to the anomalous or tur-
bulent process is given by 
a: = - j d3v1Ja ln (fa) . 
Using the average and fluctuating )?arts of the 
Vlasov equation with (/) ~ !aM \Maxwellian 
distribution), we have 
A 1 j 3 1 ( a ) ( ~) 
aa =2 dv!aM fJt+vun·\7 fa 
where we defined conjugate pairs of forces 
Xal = -\7lnna, Xa2 = -\7lnTa, Xa3 = 1/Ta 
and fluxes 
A f 3 /"'-. ) Jal = r a = d V \faVE 
Ja3 = e j d3v (!E)· (vun + VaVB + Vacurv)· 
Here J al = r~ is the particle flux conjugate 
to the density gradient force Xal = - V ln na, 
and Ja2 = q-; /Ta is the heat flux divided by 
the temperature conjugate to the temperature 
gradient force Xa2 = - V ln Ta. The flux Ja3 is 
conjugate to the force Xa3 = 1/Ta and repre-
sents the rate of the energy transfer from the 
electrostatic fluctuations to the particles mov-
ing along the guiding center orbits. 
The positive definiteness of CJ: is shown as 
a:= 7r L Iak j d3vfaM8(wak)(w-wE-w'!;a) 2 ~ 0 
k 
where Iak = e~ (1¢kl2 ) /T'1 is the wavenumber 
spectrum of the electrostatic fluctuations and 
Wak = (w- WE- WDa - kuvu) is the Doppler-
shifted frequency. The relation between the 
fluxes and forces are given by 
· (;~;r (k X n)(k X n) 
Lfa = 11"Ta :E Iak j d3v (X~ - D I-I faM8(Wak) 
k 
( ) eTa · W- WE -(k X n) 
eaB 
L33 = 1rT'1 L Iak j d3vfaM8(wak)(w- WE) 2 
k 
with l, m = 1, 2 and Xa = v/(2Ta/ma) 112 . Thus 
the matrix relating the fluxes to the forces sat-
isfies the Onsager symmetry and the positive 
definiteness although it is qualitatively differ-
ent from the classical and neoclassical trans-
port matrices in that the former matrix de-
pends also on the forces through the eigenfre-
quencies, which are determined from the dis-
persion relation, and through the spectrum of 
the fluctuation amplitudes, which is given by 
the nonlinear saturation. 
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